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Dear Mr. Ruben:
My fellowship in the Consumer Rights Unit at Greater Boston Legal Services this
summer has been a wonderful learning experience. The mission of the Consumer Rights Unit
is to represent and advocate on behalf of low-income clients who are facing consumer
problems. As a result of the devastating impact of the foreclosure crisis on low-income
homeowners and communities of color, the Consumer Rights Unit has primarily focused on
issues related to the foreclosure crisis. Therefore, I spent much of my summer helping low
income homeowners obtain modifications on their loans, apply for government aid programs
and fight in the courts and the MCAD to maintain ownership of their homes.
The most rewarding work was the direct client service where we helped clients by
obtaining loan modifications through the Home Affordable Modification Program (HAMP)
or through litigation with the banks that forced them to modify the principal and interest rates
on the sub-prime loans. I had one client that came to the office after we obtained her a
temporary HAMP modification who was literally beaming because she was so happy to
obtain a rate that she could afford.
I did realize that I enjoyed the litigation side of the work a bit more than the straight
HAMP modifications. The banks and mortgage brokerage firms have taken some really
horrible actions against particularly vulnerable people. Throughout these cases, I had the
opportunity to perform detailed legal research, draft briefs and participate in discovery as a
true member of the team. For one client we were able to leverage these despicable actions
into a reduction in the principal of her mortgage as well as a fixed term. These are results that
do not happen until the opposing parties are pushed into the corner by litigation and good
legal maneuvering.
This realization has made me even more committed to a career in public interest law.
I truly appreciate Equal Justice America’s mission. Without this funding, I would not have
been able to do this fellowship and discover a true passion for litigating on behalf of clients
who may not otherwise be able to obtain counsel. Thank you very much for this opportunity.
Thank you again,
Alexis E. Applegate
Boston College Law School
Class of 2013

